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Abstract
Web-based dictionaries, such as Wikipedia, have become
dramatically popular among the internet users in past several years. The important characteristic of Web-based dictionary is not only the huge amount of articles, but also hyperlinks. Hyperlinks have various information more than
just providing transfer function between pages. In this paper, we propose an efficient method to analyze the link structure of Web-based dictionaries to construct an association
thesaurus. We have already applied it to Wikipedia, a huge
scale Web-based dictionary which has a dense link structure, as a corpus. We developed a search engine for evaluation, then conducted a number of experiments to compare our method with other traditional methods such as cooccurrence analysis.

1. Introduction
A thesaurus is a set of terms and associations (relationships) among them. Although the effectiveness is widely
proved by various research areas such as natural language
processing (hence NLP) and Information retrieval, automated thesaurus dictionary construction (esp. machineunderstandable) is one of the most difficult issues. Of
course, the simplest way to construct a thesaurus is humaneffort. WordNet[10] is a notable example made by a lot
of contributors. WordNet contains over 80 thousand nouns
and 90 thousands hierarchical relations. However, it is clear
that thesaurus construction by human-effort is an annoying
and time consuming work. Thousands of contributors have
spend much time to construct high quality thesaurus dictionaries in the past. We should respect the contribution, however, it is difficult to maintain such huge thesauri, thus traditional thesauri do not support new concepts in most case.
To solve this problem, a large number of studies have been
made on automated thesaurus construction based on NLP.
However issues due to complexity of natural language, for
instance the ambiguous/synonym term problems, still remain on NLP. We still need an effective method to construct

a high-quality thesaurus automatically avoiding these problems.
Let us leave the topic on thesaurus construction and turn
to Web-based dictionaries. Recently, Web-based dictionaries such as Wikipedia (Figure 1) have become dramatically
popular among internet users as the WWW evolves. Some
examples are shown as follows.
• Wikipedia
http://www.wikipedia.org/
• NetLingo
http://www.netlingo.com/
• FOLDOC (Free On-Line Dictionary Of Computing)
http://foldoc.org/
• Linktionary
http://www.linktionary.com/
It is needless to emphasis that one of the important characteristics of Web-based dictionaries are hyperlinks. Hyperlinks contain various information such as “Web locality.”
Web locality, a law that the topics of connected pages by
hyperlinks are more similar than pages not connected, has
been proved to be true in many cases[6]. Of course, there is
no doubt that Web locality also exists in Web-based dictionaries. Further, we believe that Web locality in Web-based
dictionaries is stronger than on normal Web pages because
the hyperlinks in Web-based dictionaries are explicit definitions of the concepts’ relations.
Concept identification based on URL is also a key feature on Web-based dictionaries. Ordinary (electric) dictionaries have indexes to find the concepts the user wants to
know. However, several concepts are put into one index in
most cases. This means that ambiguous terms are listed in
one article. This is no problem for humans because it is is
human readable, but it is not machine understandable. For
example, if a sentence “Golden delicious is a kind of apple”
exists in an article in a dictionary, humans can immediately
understand that “apple” means a fruit. However, it is difficult to analyze for a machine because “apple” is an ambiguous term and there is no identification information whether

our research.
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Figure 1. Wikipedia.
it is a fruit or a computer company. On the Web-based dictionaries, almost every concept (article/page) has an own
URL as an identifier. This means that it is possible to analyze term relations avoiding ambiguous term problems or
context problems.
In our research, we focus on Wikipedia because it is
an impressive Web content as a corpus for thesaurus construction. It is one of the biggest encyclopedias on the
WWW, but the important characteristics are not limited to
the huge amount of articles, its update frequency and dense
link structure are also interesting characteristics.
Recently, Web structure mining for thesaurus construction is becoming a hot topic in the IR research area[3]. This
approach has several advantages such as the reflection of
latest term relations as the Web evolves. To construct a high
quality thesaurus automatically, we believe that the corpus
is as important as the analysis methods. What seems lacking in conventional methods, however, is the consideration
of the Web corpus characteristics and optimization to the
corpus. The analysis method should be optimized in both
aspects; scalability and accuracy. Therefore, we propose an
analysis method for Wikipedia mining which is both scalable and accurate in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a number of researches on automated
thesaurus construction in order to make our stance clear. In
section 3, we describe the proposed method and show the
result of our experiments in section 4. We draw a conclusion in section 5.

2. Related Works
A thesaurus is a data structure that defines semantic relatedness among words[14]. In this section, we introduce a
number of studies for thesaurus construction which relate to

As we mentioned before, a large number of studies
have been made on NLP-based thesaurus construction[13,
2, 16, 14, 5]. In fact, almost all popular traditional thesaurus construction methods are based on NLP. Traditional
methods such as Co-occurrence analysis[14], n-gram analysis and tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
weighting[13] can be used for this purpose. These methods
using NLP algorithms and tools like Brill’s tagger[1], etc.,
are used in the preprocessing phase prior to term relativity
analysis. A lot of outstanding studies have been done in order to improve the accuracy. However issues due to complexity of natural language such as ambiguous/synonym
term problems still remain on NLP. This means there are
many factors that complicate high-quality thesaurus construction on the preprocessing phases; stemming, morphological analysis, parsing, tagging, and so on.

2.2. Web Structure Mining
Web Mining is a wide research area, thus it is classified into several sub categories[4]; Web Contents Mining,
Web Log Mining and Web Structure Mining. In this paper, we focus on Web structure mining. The main purpose
of Web structure mining is to extract much information by
analyzing the Web structure, mainly hyperlinks. Google’s
PageRank[9] and Kleinberg’s HITS[8] are typical examples
of Web structure mining. There are two type of links; “forward links” and “backward links” (See Figure 2). A “forward link” is an outgoing hyperlink from a Web page, an
incoming link to a Web page is called “backward link”. Recent researches on Web structure mining, such as PageRank
and HITS algorithms, emphasize that the backward links
are important in order to extract objective and trustful data.
In recent years novel methods for thesaurus construction
based on Web structure mining are getting much attention.
H. Chen et al.[3] have proposed an approach to automatically constructing domain-specific thesauri by the hyperlink structure analysis. The approach can be summarized as
follows.
1. Selection of “high quality and representative websites”
for a specific domain.
2. Extraction of the semantic relation among Web pages
by using several heuristic rules.
3. Building of a website content structure for every selected website.
4. Merging of all obtained content structures by backward link text analysis.

mining in both aspects; accuracy and scalability.

3. Efficient Link Structure Mining for Thesaurus Construction
We propose a scalable, efficient thesaurus construction
method based on Wikipedia mining. In this section, we describe our approach in detail after describing the characteristic of Wikipedia.

3.1. Characteristics of Wikipedia

Figure 2. Types of link.
However, this approach is confronted by two difficulties;
the NLP problem and the scalability. This algorithm still
uses NLP tools to segment the link text while merging content structures of Web sites. Matching concepts by NLP is
one of the most common causes of accuracy decrease due to
the difficulties such as ambiguous/synonym term problems.
Scalability is also a serious problem. This algorithm constructs a lot of sub-trees to merge content structures, it then
extracts term relations based on mutual information of a
term-pair. If we apply this algorithm to very large Webbased dictionaries, the amount of sub-tree becomes large,
thus it is estimated to be a time consuming analysis.

2.3. Wikipedia Mining
“Wikipedia mining” is a new research area which is recently addressed[11, 12, 15]. As we mentioned before,
Wikipedia is an invaluable Web corpus for knowledge extraction. WikiRelate[15] proved that the inversed path
length between concepts can be used as a relatedness for
two given concepts. However, there are two issues on
WikiRelate; the scalability and the accuracy. The algorithm
finds the shortest path between the categories which the
concepts belong to in a category graph. As a measurement
method for two given concepts, it works well. However, it
is impossible to extract all related terms for all concepts because we have to search all combinations of category pairs
of all concept pairs (1.3 million × 1.3 million). Furthermore, using the inversed path length as the semantic relatedness is a rough method because categories do not represent the semantic relations in many cases. For instance, the
concept “Rook (chess)” is placed in the category “Persian
loanwords” with “Pagoda,” but the relation is not semantical, it is just a navigational relation.
We still need efficient methods suitable for Wikipedia

Wikipedia has become a huge phenomenon on the
WWW. According to a statistics of Nature, Wikipedia is
about as accurate in covering scientific topics as the Encyclopedia Britannica[7]. It covers various field concepts
such as Arts, Geography, History, Science, Sports, Games
and so on. It has more than 1.3 million articles (Sept. 2006)
and it is becoming larger day by day. The number of entries
reached 1 million (English only) in March 2006, but it was
only half the size in March 2005.
The interesting characteristic of Wikipedia is not only
the scale, but also the link structure. It has a very dense
link structure. “Dense” means that it has a lot of “inner
links,” links from pages in Wikipedia to pages in Wikipedia.
This means articles are strongly connected by hyperlinks
and there is no doubt that it is possible to extract important
knowledge by analyzing the link structure.
Let us show some results of link structure analysis for
Wikipedia. Figure 3 shows the distribution of backward
links. It has Zipf distribution, containing a few nodes
that have a very high degree and many with low degree.
196 pages have more than 10,000 backward links/page and
3,198 pages have more than 1,000 backward links/page,
67,515 pages have more than 100 backward links/page.
Totally 49,980,910 forward links (excluding redirect
links) were extracted from 1,686,960 pages (excluding
redirect, image, category pages). This means a page in
Wikipedia has 29.62 forward links on average. Further,
2,531 pages have more than 500 forward links/page and
94,932 pages have more than 100 forward links/page. It
can be concluded, from the statistics has been shown above,
Wikipedia has a very dense link structure.

3.2. Basic strategy
A Web-based dictionary is a set of articles (concepts) and
the hyperlinks among them, thus it can be expressed by a
directed graph G = {V, E} (V : set of articles, E: set of
links). Let us consider how we can measure the relativity
between any two articles. The relativity is assumed to be
affected by the following two factors.
• The number of paths from article vi to vj
• The length of each path from article vi to vj
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Figure 3. Distribution of amount of backward links.
The relativity becomes stronger if there are many paths
(sharing many intermediate articles) between them. In addition, the relativity can be stronger according to the path
length. In other words, if the articles are placed closely
together in the graph G and sharing hyperlinks to articles, the relativity is estimated to be higher than further
ones. Therefore, if all paths from vi to vj are given as
T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn }, the relativity lf (link frequency) between them can be expressed as follows:
lf (vi , vj ) =

n
∑
k=1

1
.
d(|tk |)

(1)

d() denotes a function which increases the value according
to the length of path tk . A monotonically increasing function such as a logarithm function can be used for d(). In
addition, the amount of links between individual articles is
also estimated as a factor of relativity. For instance, assume
that there is an article which has many links to other articles. Such article would have a lot of short paths to many
articles. This means that it has a strong relativity to many
articles if we used only lf . However, this kind of articles
must be considered as general concepts, and the importance
of general concepts are not high in most cases. Therefore,
we must consider the inversed backward link frequency ibf
in addition to the two factors above. We therefore define an
algorithm lf ibf to measure the relativity as follows:
lf ibf (vi , vj ) = lf (vi , vj ) · ibf (vj ).
N
.
ibf (vj ) = log
bf (vj )

(2)

(3)

N denotes the total number of articles and bf (vj ) denotes
the number of backward links of vj . This means a page
which shares hyperlinks with a specific page but not shares
with other pages, has a high lf ibf .

3.3. Mapping to natural language
The extracted association thesaurus can be used in various applications such as information retrieval, document
categorization, and information filtering. However, most of
these applications require the use of natural language for
the user interface, thus mapping thesaurus entries to natural language is still an important issue. In this section, we
consider ambiguous/synonym term detection problems and
provide solutions by link structure mining.
First, we consider the ambiguous term detection problem. Ambiguous terms have various meanings, thus it is
difficult to determine the meaning by NLP. For instance,
“Apple” can mean a computer company or a fruit. However, since the text part of a backward link is a summary of
the linked page in most cases, we realized that we can extract ambiguous term candidates by analyzing the backward
links of a Web page. Based on this observation, we propose
a backward link analysis method for ambiguous term detection. Figure 4 (left side) illustrates the idea of our method.
It analyzes the backward links of all pages in the Web dictionary, then it extracts a set of pages which have exactly the
same link text, these pages are the candidates for ambiguous terms. After the extraction, these ambiguous terms can
be used for applications such as query-based web search
engines. For a given natural language query string q, the
concept specification method CS is defined as follows:
Cnt(Bvi |q)
.
vj ∈V Cnt(Bvj |q)

CS(vi , q) = ∑

(4)

Cnt(Bvi |q) is a function that returns the number of backward links of page vi having the link text q. According to
the result of several experiments, this strategy has proved
to be effective. For instance, for the query “Apple” as q,
the CS value scored 0.40 for apple as a fruit, 0.44 for Apple Computer as a computer company, and 0.09 for Apple Records as a record label. This means that the term
“Apple” is widely used in roughly two meanings; a fruit

Figure 4. Ambiguous/synonym term detection by backward link analysis on Web dictionaries.

Table 1. Result of synonym extraction.
w
Sw
Apple Computer
176
Apple
462
Apple Computer Inc. 1
Apple Computers
2
...
...

and a computer company. One more example; “UFO” as q
and “Unidentified flying object” as vi , the CS value scored
0.65. This means that the query “UFO” is estimated to be
equivalent to “Unidentified flying object” by 65% of possibility. By providing all possible candidates to the user and
letting the user choose one of them, the meaning of a term
can be specified.

Algorithm GetSynonym(v)
1 for b ∈ Bv do
2
Sb := Sb + |B1v | ;
3
if Sb >= α then
4
Ib := true;
5
end;
6 end;
Bv denotes a set of backward links of concept v and b denotes a backward link text. Finally, I, a set of synonyms
of concept v, is extracted. The threshold α depends on the
dictionary we use as a corpus, thus we should optimize the
value. 0.1 is empirically suitable for α in our experiments
for Wikipedia mining. It means that the link text of b can be
estimated to be a synonym of article v if the backward link
text b occurs more than 10% in B.

4. Experiments
We also discovered that we can extract synonyms by analyzing the backward links of an article. A synonym has
one meaning but various expressions. For instance, “Apple
Computer” is sometimes referred to as just “Apple.” Since
backward links of a web page have a “variety of backward
link texts,” this variety can be used to extract synonyms of
a concept (article). Figure 4 (right side) shows an example of the variety of backward link texts. Table 1 shows
the link texts of backward links of the page “Apple Computer.” This result shows that it can be written just “Apple”,
but that is also sometimes written “Apple Computer, Inc,”
“Apple Computers,” etc.
We defined a synonym extraction algorithm for a concept
v as follows:

To prove the advantages of our approach, we have conducted several experiments. In this section, we describe the
experiments and discuss the results.

4.1. Overview
We developed a search engine (Fig. 5) that extracts a set
of associated terms from a constructed thesaurus for any
given query string. The top 30 associated terms for the
query are shown for each thesaurus constructed by our approach, co-occurrence analysis and H. Chen’s method individually. Figure 6 shows the result page of the search engine. Users can evaluate whether the terms are relevant or
not by ranking them into 5 levels (1: Definitely irrelevant,

Table 3. Environment for performance evaluation.
Machine
Workstation
for Analysis

DB Server

Figure 5. Thesaurus search engine top page.
Table 2. Influence of distance to precision.
Hop
Top 10 Top 20 Top 30
1 hop 66.7% 64.2% 61.2%
2 hop 93.2% 86.2% 83.1%
3 hop 91.4% 89.4% 85.9%

2: Irrelevant, 3: Unknown, 4: Relevant, 5: Definitely relevant).
The results are evaluated by CP (Concept precision)[2].
CP is defined by the following formula:

CP =

N umber of retrieved relevant concepts
. (5)
N umber of total retrieved concepts

“Number of retrieved relevant concepts” means the number
of concepts which are scored 4 or 5 by user.
To prevent that the result depends on the users’ definition
of the word “relevant,” we gave them the following instructions;
“If you can associate the extracted term from the query
term, and you there exists a strong relation between them, it
can be scored as a relevant term. In other words, if there is
an explicit relation such as “is-a,” “part-of,” or “has-a” to
the query term, these terms are relevant.”

4.2. Experiment 1
The first experiment was conducted to determine the optimal depth for link structure analysis in lf ibf . In this experiment, we presented three sets of associated terms extracted by lf ibf (1 hop, 2 hop, 3 hop analysis individually),
then we let the user evaluate the relevancy of the terms by 5
levels. Totally 18 people participated in the experiment and

Item
CPU
Main Memory
OS
Implementation
CPU
Main Memory
OS
Database

Spec.
Pentium4 3.2 GHz
2 GB
Windows XP
C#
G4 1.42 GHz
1 GB
Mac OS 10.4
MySQL 4.1

54 lists of terms are evaluated. Table 2 shows the result of
the first experiment. “Top 10” means the concept precision
on average for the top 10 terms in the ranking (sorted by the
score of lfibf), “Top 20” and “Top 30” as well. The result
shows that precision basically depends on the hop number
for analysis. In fact, the result shows that the accuracy of the
2 hop analysis is dramatically better than the 1 hop analysis. However, the accuracy of the 3 hop analysis is not very
different from the 2 hop analysis.

4.3. Experiment 2
The second experiment was conducted to measure the
accuracy and the performance (analysis time) of the thesaurus construction. The experiment environment is shown
in Table 3. We extracted a number of general terms as a
set of query strings. Totally 17 people participated in the
experiment. Table 4 shows the result and Table 5 shows an
example of the thesaurus constructed by lf ibf (2 hop analysis).
In H. Chen’s work, analysis depth of sub-trees was not
considered, so we compared our approach to the 1 hop and
2 hop analysis of H. Chen’s algorithm. Since the 3 hop
analysis in H. Chen’s algorithm did not finish in a practical
time, we could not show the result for this case. Similar
to our approach, the accuracy of the 2 hop analysis in H.
Chen’s algorithm is dramatically better than that of the 1
hop analysis. Comparing the two approaches, our method
achieves much higher accuracy than H. Chen’s algorithm.
On the other hand, the experiment shows us that the analysis time in both approaches heavily depends on the analysis
depth n. In summary, the accuracy of the 2 hop analysis
of our method is as high as that of the 3 hop analysis because Wikipedia has a dense link structure even though the
analysis time is dramatically faster than 3 hop analysis.

5. Conclusion
Wikipedia, a very large scale Web-based dictionary, is an
impressive Web content as a corpus for thesaurus construc-

Figure 6. Search result page.
tion. In this paper, we proposed a Web thesaurus construction method based on Wikipedia mining. By analyzing 1.7
million concepts on Wikipedia, we constructed a very large
scale association thesaurus which has more than 78 million
associations. The accuracy is dramatically better than other
methods based on NLP because we avoided the NLP problems by link structure mining for Web-based dictionaries.
The association thesaurus construction is just a first step
in our whole project. Our next goal is another project called
“Wikipedia Ontology;” a web-based ontology which is extracted by Wikipedia Mining. The purpose of this project is
to extract not only term associations but also term relations
such as “is-a” or “part-of.”
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